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The presence of acclaimed artists—who have lived and worked in major 
cultural centers across the country—enhances the educational opportunities 
for both undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in the University 
of Tennessee School of Art. With daily contact over the course of a full 
semester, resident artists develop a unique relationship with the student body 
which complements the creative stimulation offered by guest lecturers and 
the School of Art’s faculty. Representing diverse ethnic, cultural, educational, 
and professional backgrounds, these resident artists introduce another layer 
of candor and a fresh artistic standard for the students who, though early 
in their formal art studies, are beginning to develop their own perceptions, 
skills, and theories in connection with the making of art.
 
Although the resident artists present slide lectures during their stays, it is 
access to their works of art that is highly anticipated and valued by both the 
students and the faculty. Therefore, the Ewing Gallery has sponsored group 
exhibitions of these artists since the inception of the Artist-in-Residence 
Program in 1982. Currently held every two years, this exhibition provides a 
continuing dialogue between artist-teacher and student. The A.I.R. Biennial 
also offers our general university and regional community an opportunity to 
experience a provocative and often challenging exhibition of contemporary 
art.
PREFACE
Credit for this nationally recognized A.I.R. Program and the Biennial 
Exhibitions is due to my late colleague, Professor Michael Brakke. Jered 
Sprecher has now assumed the role of coordinator for the A.I.R. Program. 
With other members of the painting and drawing faculty, great time and effort 
has been invested in coordinating the current Biennial participants. These 
artists bring different aesthetic orientations, skills, and backgrounds to our 
campus.
The collaborative relationship that has formed between the Ewing Gallery 
and the A.I.R. Program provides an enriched educational experience for 
our students and assimilates the University of Tennessee and the Knoxville 
region into the global art community.
Acknowledgement is given to the following: Sarah McFalls and T. Michael 
Martin of the Ewing Gallery staff for their assistance with this Biennial. 
Most importantly, I would like to the thank the four artists in residence — 
Patricia Treib, Michael Berryhill, EJ Hauser, and Jaya Howey—for not only 
participating in and enriching the School of Art’s programming but also for 
allowing their work to be exhibited at the University of Tennessee. All of the 
artists on exhibition maintain studios in New York.  
Sam Yates, Director
Ewing Gallery of Art and Architecture
INTRODUCTION
Instituted over thirty years ago the Artist-in-Residence in Painting and 
Drawing at the University of Tennessee is a reminder of the commitment to 
an ongoing and dynamic exchange of ideas.
The Artist-in-Residence Program was initiated in 1982. Following the 
retirement of a full-time painting and drawing faculty member, it was decided 
to institute an on-going semester long visiting artist in the Painting and 
Drawing department. Each semester the invited resident artist works with 
undergraduate and graduate students in the painting and drawing curriculum. 
The artists invited to Knoxville represent a spectrum of current and emerging 
sensibilities. This edition of the A.I.R. Biennial presents the work of Michael 
Berryhill, EJ Hauser, Jaya Howey, and Patricia Treib.
The Artist In Residence (A.I.R.) Program, in the School of Art of the 
University of Tennessee, provides the opportunity for an artist of rising 
national stature to live, work, and teach for a semester at the University of 
Tennessee. While in residence the artist has a studio on campus providing 
them time and space to continue their own work. Each artist teaches 
painting, drawing, and a graduate seminar. The Artist-in-Residence is a 
substantial contributor to the education and progress of young artists. While 
at The University of Tennessee, the resident artist also gives a public lecture 
on her or his work. Additionally, every two years the A.I.R. Biennial is a 
chance to celebrate the continued contributions of the artists who have spent 
time working in the classroom and studio.
The longevity of the A.I.R. program is a testament to its contributions and its 
value to The University of Tennessee and the School of Art.  Michael Brakke, 
Marcia Goldenstein, Whitney Leland, Tom Riesing, Clark Stewart, David 
Wilson, Sam Yates and more recently Joshua Bienko, Karla Wozniak, and 
Jered Sprecher have contributed to the successful stewardship of the A.I.R. 
program over the years. 
A sense of perspective is tangibly sought in each artist that is invited to be 
an Artist in Residence. They bring different experiences, views, aesthetics, 
and backgrounds. This allows students to experience a wide range of 
perspectives to explore as they find their own voice. The resident artist is 
often at an “emerging” point in his or her career, where their work has begun 
to garner national and international attention. As practicing artists they bring 
different models for what one’s life as an artist may look like.  A common 
denominator among these artists is a balance of commitment, generosity, 
and respect. 
Many of the A.I.R. have limited experience in academia beyond their 
degrees. This intentionally brings knowledge of various and different realms 
of the “art world” beyond an academic setting. These experiences help 
the students begin to imagine possible routes that their own lives may 
take as artists and creative individuals. In looking back over the years, an 
unexpected and wonderful outcome has been that many past resident artists, 
who made their first forays into teaching while at UT have gone on to be 
well-respected artist-teachers in schools and universities across the United 
States. 
Additional thanks must be paid to Dottie Habel, Director of the School of Art; 
as well as the administration at the University of Tennessee, who continue 
to recognize the importance in continuing such a dynamic and successful 
Artist-in-Residence program. There are few programs that can compete with 
its success and longevity. Over 70 artists have spent time intensively working 
here at the University of Tennessee as a direct result of this program.
A special thank you to Sam Yates for his work to make the Artist-in-
Residence Biennial a vital part of the Ewing Gallery’s exhibition schedule and 
provide yet another teaching exhibition.  Finally thank you to Sarah McFalls 
and T. Michael Martin for all their hard work supporting programming at the 
Ewing Gallery at the University of Tennessee.
Jered Sprecher, Associate Professor
Painting and Drawing, The University of Tennessee
Coordinator, A.I.R. Program
PATRIC IA  TRE IB,  FALL  2012 
Patricia Treib makes abstract paintings on paper and canvas that are both 
direct and restrained. Each painting is constructed of adjacent passages of 
paint that simultaneously function as shape, line, and brushstroke.  There 
can be nothing more and there can be nothing less. It is through this 
economy of means, through painting, wiping away and repainting, that a 
quiet paradox emerges.  Paintings that are still yet full of movement, simple 
yet complicated, fast and slow, quiet and loud. 
Each painting has travelled some distance from its original source. She 
may begin by looking at a historical painting of a horse and its rider or a 
photograph of an acquaintance looking out of a window. These are the 
starting points that anchor her studio process and also provide the liberty for 
the poetic and provocative transformations. In the end it is not about where 
the painting came from but what is before us at the moment.
MICHAEL  BERRYHILL ,  SPR ING 2013 
Michael Berryhill’s work is a fusion. Star Wars, R. Crumb, Peter Saul, muscle 
cars, Piero della Francesca, and a barrage of Catholic imagery are some 
of  the things and people that influence his work. He does not quote these 
sources, but contends with them. Rather his works on paper and canvas 
channel the creative forces and aesthetic paradigms to new ends.  He uses 
landscape, portrait, and still life with a healthy dose of abstraction to make 
something wholly familiar but disarmingly strange built off of observation 
and imagination. Each painting refuses to be pinned down, using humor and 
invention in a balance of comedy, history, and tragedy. The paintings present 
a stage of unexpected characters, both animate and inanimate. 
Michael makes a case for not always making sense. While there is an 
internal logic to each painting, there is a rigorous absurdity that provokes 
laughter and tears. In his hybrid paintings the viewer finds a surreal scenario 
that strangely feels quite real. The paintings are personal, vulnerable, and 
never easy.  
EJ  HAUSER , FALL  2013 
EJ has roots in sculpture, drawing, and painting. In her most recent work, 
EJ has found a way to move from text, to figure, to mark-making with a 
rough-hewn grace. EJ’s paintings and drawings remind us that the fluidity of 
form and shape does not destroy meaning, but provides a chance to see old 
things with new eyes. The words, letters, figures, and drawn elements she 
uses in her work are constantly being reinterpreted in her studio. 
When one sees the breadth of her practice, it is evident that art making is a 
generative activity. EJ explores both new and old territory through her self 
imposed “Drawing Labs” and “Color Labs”.  Purposefully, she sets aside 
time that is not about production, but about discovery. This carries forward 
to the rest of her studio where drawing or painting is not the end but rather 
the beginning. The first step leads to the next and so on. As she does this 
we walk through the cave with her and see the images laid upon the walls as 
each one comes to life.
JAYA HOWEY, SPRING 2014 
Jaya Howey’s current work draws upon manga, emoticons, and Letterist 
metagraphics to forge characters and language within the realm of his 
paintings. The images in the paintings on view start with preliminary graphite 
drawing, which is digitally scanned. After computer manipulation, they are 
cut as vinyl stencils, which are applied to canvas and painted through. 
From a formal catalog of circles and lines Jaya creates simple yet evocative 
characters. Through this restrained language, he creates a space where 
viewers react to the range of emotions, text, and events presented in each 
painting. 
Artists such as Philip Guston, Amy Sillman, Sue Williams, and Carroll 
Dunham come to mind as artists who use idiosyncratic figures in their work. 
Jaya’s work also seems to bear in mind a self-aware protagonist.  Literally he 
draws the story within the painting as we read it. In Jaya’s paintings we are 
within his sketchbook, laptop, and canvas as the painting and world continue 
to evolve. 
Jered Sprecher, Associate Professor
Painting and Drawing, The University of Tennessee
Coordinator, A.I.R. Program
PATRIC IA  TRE IB
Patricia Treib’s paintings are composed around sensuous details, 
absences, and shifts in perspective.  While her work draws on 
far-ranging references – a hand glimpsed in an early 15th Century 
Russian icon, the outline of a sleeve in a Piero della Francesca 
fresco, the contours of a 35 mm camera or a glass clock – 
Treib’s true subject is the process of looking, through which she 
discovers new relationships while dismantling what is merely 
recognizable.
Treib focuses on the space between forms, making in-
betweenness a primary motif.  She frequently removes, adjusts 
and repeats precise configurations and flourishes.  Peripheral 
elements become central presences, suggesting icons or 
calligraphic gestures in flux, riding on an assured, almost giddy 
sense of movement.  A particular energy derives from Treib’s 
distinctive use of color, which can seem at once delicate and 
dynamic, measured and dancelike.
-Statement courtesy of Wallspace, NY
The Glass Clock ,  2012, oi l  on canvas, 66 x 50 inches
Camera I ,  2013, oi l  on canvas, 75 x 55 inches
MICHAEL  BERRYHILL
My interest in image making is engaged primarily in the slowing 
down of consumption of objects, and the prolonging of looking 
and thinking. By privileging neither-realism or abstraction, 
using humor as well the grotesque, and comfortably hovering 
somewhere between invention and the observable, I get lost until 
the picture is found.
My process is rooted in an ever-expanding catalog of automatic 
drawings and doodles that I make both in and outside of the 
studio. The drawings are important source material for the 
paintings. I draw simultaneously on historical and contemporary 
imagery, high and low culture, and a sense of distorted normalcy 
to conjure the image. It is a combination of destabilizing a direct 
message and directly conveying something that is unclear.
My current body of work loosely breaks down into two categories: 
1) Forms—visual depictions of objects which flirt with readability, 
suggest space, and invite interpretation (I have recently expanded 
this body to include some three dimensional paintings/sculptures). 
2) Heads—characters within the painting that read simultaneously 
as both grotesque and sympathetic. 
Squirrel Church ,  2012, oi l  on l inen, 20 x 15 inches 
The View Through You ,  2010, oi l  on l inen, 16 x 12 inches
EJ  HAUSER
I use drawings to make paintings, and paintings to make 
drawings, a cycle of conceptual and visual cross-fertilization that 
creates familial-like visual connections.
Currently, the images inside my work include text, rock-like heads, 
and figures that express my interest in language, perception / 
psychology, mythology, and mark-making history.
In these pieces, words, letters, and figures are rendered onto 
shields, pots, and mugs. 
I have encouraged the surface to become a container where 
archeological references may emerge. The letters form the 
armature for the figures to bend backwards, hold hands, and exist 
in their own arrangements.
The geometry of these letters and words is adjusted to work both 
visually and conceptually, the form of the letters being just as 
important as what it says. 
I am interested in an energized, boundary-less, space between 
drawing + painting.
I use paper and markers along with oil paint to give my paintings 
a decidedly drawn feel, and paper mounted to canvas forms a 
grid that becomes part of the overall composition and relates back 
to the page and reading as well as drawing.
In my drawings, markers and ink “bleed thru,” allowing me to 
consider each side of the page. I find these drawings valuable in 
their ability to simultaneously point towards the intentional and the 
unintentional during my process of discovery and making.
Mark-making and image-making are part of a chain of uniquely 
human inventions of broadcasting our ideas. And, painting + 
drawing provide an especially economic means for me to embed 
these interests into my formal and material pursuits.
blackstaggeringloans ,  2011, oi l  on canvas, 63 x 60 inches
mug three, 2013, oi l  on canvas, 10 x 8 inches
JAYA HOWEY
If painting is a language, then paintings must therefore be read. 
Painterly moves can be reduced to a type of shorthand meant 
to stand in for a finite set of pre-determined creative or political 
positions. This  approach to viewing inadvertently establishes the 
conditions for a type of artistic production that involves merely 
being swept up in the current of associative, historical reads; all 
the while leaving the individual behind the work conspicuously 
silent.
If it is still feasible to imagine modes of pictorial articulation that 
lie beyond the purely referential or the romantically sublime, then 
perhaps one avenue for achieving this might be through methods 
that both exploit and unravel the typical communicatory function 
of painterly signs, and in doing so establish a more disruptive, 
complex and nuanced vocabulary from which to cull. The works 
in this exhibition employ smiley faces and borrowed lines from 
Happy Hardcore techno anthems as a possible means to begin 
approaching this objective. 
St_di_ B_s_d Pr_d_ct_on, 2012, oi l  on canvas, 71 x 47 inches
Studio Based Production, 2012, oi l  on canvas, 71 x 47 inches
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